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American Philosophy
Self-Knowledge introduces philosophical ideas about
knowledge and the self. The book takes the form of a
personal meditation: it is one person’s attempt to
reflect philosophically upon vital aspects of his
existence. It shows how profound philosophy can
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swiftly emerge from intense private reflection upon
the details of one’s life and, thus, will help the reader
take the first steps toward philosophical selfunderstanding. Along the way, readers will encounter
moments of puzzlement, then clarity, followed by
more perplexity and further insights, and
then—finally—some philosophical peace of mind.

Open
This work, originally published in 1912, is an
introduction to the theory of philosophical enquiry. It
gives Russell's views on such subjects as the
distinction between appearance and reality and the
existence and nature of matter.

The Oxford Handbook of Philosophy and
Race
Why should modern psychotherapists be interested in
philosophy, especially ancient philosophy? Why
should philosophers be interested in psychotherapy?
There is a sense of mutual attraction between what
are today two thoroughly distinct disciplines.
However, arguably it was not always the case that
they were distinct. The author takes the view that by
reconsidering the generally received wisdom
concerning the history of these closely-related
subjects, we can learn a great deal about both
philosophy and psychotherapy, under which heading
he includes potentially solitary pursuits such as "selfhelp" and "personal development".
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I Think, Therefore I Draw
To make the journey into the Now we will need to
leave our analytical mind and its false created self,
the ego, behind. From the very first page of Eckhart
Tolle's extraordinary book, we move rapidly into a
significantly higher altitude where we breathe a
lighter air. We become connected to the
indestructible essence of our Being, “The eternal,
ever present One Life beyond the myriad forms of life
that are subject to birth and death.” Although the
journey is challenging, Eckhart Tolle uses simple
language and an easy question and answer format to
guide us. A word of mouth phenomenon since its first
publication, The Power of Now is one of those rare
books with the power to create an experience in
readers, one that can radically change their lives for
the better.

The World of Philosophy
The name of Eucken has become a familiar one in
philosophical and religious circles. Until recent years
the reading of his books was confined to those
possessing a knowledge of German, but of late
several have been translated into the English
language, and now the students of philosophy and
religion are agog with accounts of a new philosopher
who is at once a great ethical teacher and an
optimistic prophet. There is no doubt that Eucken has
a great message, and those who cannot find time to
make a thorough study of his works should not fail to
know something of the man and his teachings. The
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aim of this volume is to give a brief and clear account
of his philosophical ideas, and to inspire the reader to
study for himself Eucken's great works.

Self-Knowledge
This topically-organized hybrid text/reader helps
students understand, appreciate, and even do
philosophy. Reinforcing philosophical writings with
step-by-step coaching in how to write argumentative
essays, and supported by opportunities to hone
critical thinking, this text demonstrates
howphilosophy applies to everyday life.

A Little Book for New Philosophers
What's the point of studying philosophy when we
have theology? Philosophy sometimes suffers from an
inferiority complex in the church. But Paul Copan
contends that it is possible to affirm theology's
preeminence without diminishing the contribution of
philosophy. This brief introduction surveys
philosophy's basic aims and defends its function in
the Christian life.

The Philosophy of Cognitive-Behavioural
Therapy (CBT)
Considers the contributions and contemporary
significance of Alan Watts.

Introducing Philosophy
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Where are the women philosophers? The answer is
right here. The history of philosophy has not done
women justice: you’ve probably heard the names
Plato, Kant, Nietzsche and Locke – but what about
Hypatia, Arendt, Oluwole and Young? The Philosopher
Queens is a long-awaited book about the lives and
works of women in philosophy by women in
philosophy. This collection brings to centre stage
twenty prominent women whose ideas have had a
profound – but for the most part uncredited – impact
on the world. You’ll learn about Ban Zhao, the first
woman historian in ancient Chinese history; Angela
Davis, perhaps the most iconic symbol of the
American Black Power Movement; Azizah Y. al-Hibri,
known for examining the intersection of Islamic law
and gender equality; and many more. For anyone who
has wondered where the women philosophers are, or
anyone curious about the history of ideas – it's time to
meet the philosopher queens.

Be Here Now
The celebrated civil rights leader outlines the trends
in the African American struggle during the sixties,
and pleads for peaceful coexistence between the
African American and white communities.

Moral Issues in Business
The Das Kapital of the 20th century,Society of the
Spectacle is an essential text, and the main
theoretical work of the Situationists. Few works of
political and cultural theory have been as enduringly
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provocative. From its publication amid the social
upheavals of the 1960's, in particular the May 1968
uprisings in France, up to the present day, with global
capitalism seemingly staggering around in it’s Zombie
end-phase, the volatile theses of this book have
decisively transformed debates on the shape of
modernity, capitalism, and everyday life in the late
20th century. This ‘Red and Black’ translation from
1977 is Introduced by Notting Hill armchair
insurrectionary Tom Vague with a galloping time line
and pop-situ verve, and given a more analytical over
view by young upstart thinker Sam Cooper.

How to Think about Weird Things
Living Philosophy, Third Edition, is a historically
organized, introductory hybrid text/reader that guides
students through the story of philosophical thought
from the Pre-Socratics to the present, providing
cultural and intellectual background and explaining
why key issues and arguments remain important and
relevant today. Featuring an exceptionally clear and
accessible writing style, this unique volume brings
philosophy to life with well-chosen excerpts from
philosophers' works, abundant in-text learning aids,
and compelling color photos and illustrations.

Designing Your Life
#1 New York Times Bestseller At last, a book that
shows you how to build—design—a life you can thrive
in, at any age or stage Designers create worlds and
solve problems using design thinking. Look around
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your office or home—at the tablet or smartphone you
may be holding or the chair you are sitting in.
Everything in our lives was designed by someone.
And every design starts with a problem that a
designer or team of designers seeks to solve. In this
book, Bill Burnett and Dave Evans show us how
design thinking can help us create a life that is both
meaningful and fulfilling, regardless of who or where
we are, what we do or have done for a living, or how
young or old we are. The same design thinking
responsible for amazing technology, products, and
spaces can be used to design and build your career
and your life, a life of fulfillment and joy, constantly
creative and productive, one that always holds the
possibility of surprise. "Designing Your Life walks
readers through the process of building a satisfying,
meaningful life by approaching the challenge the way
a designer would. Experimentation. Wayfinding.
Prototyping. Constant iteration. You should read the
book. Everyone else will." —Daniel Pink, bestselling
author of Drive “This [is] the career book of the next
decade and . . . the go-to book that is read as a rite of
passage whenever someone is ready to create a life
they love.” —David Kelley, Founder of IDEO “An
empowering book based on their popular class of the
same name at Stanford University . . . Perhaps the
book’s most important lesson is that the only failure is
settling for a life that makes one unhappy. With useful
fact-finding exercises, an empathetic tone, and
sensible advice, this book will easily earn a place
among career-finding classics.” —Publishers Weekly
From the Hardcover edition.
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Living Philosophy
"Introducing Philosophy : A Text with Integrated
Readings is a topically organized hybrid textbook,
introducing core philosophical problems and the many
ways they are, and have been, answered. The authors
combine substantial selections from significant works
in the history of philosophy with excerpts from current
philosophy, clarifying the readings and providing
context with their own detailed commentary and
explanation. Spanning 2,500 years, the selections
range from the oldest known fragments to cuttingedge contemporary essays. The chapters present
alternative perspectives-including analytic,
continental, feminist, and non-Western viewpointsalongside the historical works of major Western
philosophers; this juxtaposition encourages students
to carefully evaluate the theories themselves"--

Concise Guide to Critical Thinking
To the "natural thinker" the supernatural is unnatural.
But to the person with a renewed mind, the
supernatural becomes the new normal! In this book
you will learn how to renew your mind so that
kingdom power becomes natural to you. You will learn
how to overcome ordinary thinking and expectations,
and how to connect to heaven and release kingdom
power that flows through you so that you can create
miracles and blessings for yourself and for others - in
all areas of life. You no longer will have to endure
pain, suffering, illnesses, unhappiness, loneliness,
financial problems, nor any other problem. This book
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will show you how to eliminate these afflictions
through the release of kingdom power the betterment
of yourself, your loved ones and mankind! This book
reveals the only way to release supernatural power
and blessings into our life without engaging in
dangerous occult practices and reaping the
unwelcome consequences thereof. Once we let go of
traditional thinking and ordinary thinking and
replenish our minds with the true words of God, then
we are connected to heaven and kingdom power can
flow through us so that we can create miracles for
ourselves and other. Do you REALLY believe in
miracles? Do you know anybody who does? Is there
Supernatural evidence of God's presence today on
earth? We will reveal much evidence in this book. The
supernatural is difficult to accept or witness if you
have a "natural" mindset. When you operate and live
in the natural your mind refuses to accept anything
that is supernatural. We can experience the kingdom
of God right here in the now when we plug into
supernatural power from heaven. When the Lord went
to heaven he delegated to you and I (the church) the
honor to expand his kingdom throughout the earth.
The gospel of the kingdom is supernatural because it
brings heaven down to earth. God is a supernatural
God and when we are connected with him we become
his representatives to release supernatural power to
administer his works here on earth. In heaven the
supernatural is the normal. Heaven is not this place
way out of reach in outer space. Heaven can exist
here and now! Invisible heaven becomes visible here
and now when others witness miracles and healing
before their very eyes, through the works of
empowered individuals.
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A Universe from Nothing
Philosophy Here and Now: Powerful Ideas in Everyday
Life, International Edition, is a hybrid text/reader that
helps students understand, appreciate, and even do
philosophy.

Alan Watts–Here and Now
Philosophy Here and Now: Powerful Ideas in Everyday
Life is a hybrid text/reader that helps students
understand, appreciate, and even do philosophy. The
book emphasizes philosophical writing, reinforced
with step-by-step coaching in how to write
argumentative essays and supported by multiple
opportunities to hone critical thinking. It shows
students how philosophy applies to their own lives
and brings the subject to life with engaging chapterending literary selections, abundant illustrations, and
a wealth of pedagogical features. FEATURES: * A
comprehensive introductory chapter lays the
groundwork for philosophical thinking * Six types of
text boxes--"Philosophy Now," "Philosophers at Work,"
"Philosophy Lab," "What Do You Believe," "Writing to
Understand: Critiquing Philosophical Views," and
"Writing to Understand: Arguing Your Own Views"
demonstrate the value and relevance of philosophy *
Additional pedagogical elements make the material
even more engaging and accessible. These include
marginal critical-thinking questions, marginal quotes,
a timeline, key terms (boldfaced at their first
appearance and listed and defined at the end of each
chapter), marginal definitions, and a glossary. *
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Charts, tables, and color photos keep students
visually engaged * Fictional or narrative selections-followed by "Probing Questions"--at the end of each
chapter explore and dramatize the philosophical
issues discussed * A "How to Write a Philosophy
Paper" appendix offers concise, step-by-step guidance
in crafting an effective philosophical essay * An
Instructor's Manual and Test Bank on CD features
chapter summaries, reading summaries, lecture
outlines in PowerPoint format, and objective test
questions for use in exams or midterms * A
Companion Website at www.oup.com/us/vaughn
contains all the material from the Instructor's Manual
and Test Bank along with student resources including
interactive quizzes, flashcards with key words, and
helpful web links

Where Do We Go from Here
Perceptions
Doing Philosophy helps students understand the
nature and purpose of philosophical inquiry by
explaining what philosophical problems are, how they
can be solved, and why searching for solutions is
important. By acquainting students with philosophical
theories and the thought experiments used to test
them, this text fosters active learning and helps
students become better thinkers.

The Perennial Philosophy
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The #1 New York Times bestselling guide to
decluttering your home and the inspiration for the hit
Netflix show Tidying Up with Marie Kondo. Despite
constant efforts to declutter your home, do papers
still accumulate like snowdrifts and clothes pile up like
a tangled mess of noodles? Japanese cleaning
consultant Marie Kondo takes tidying to a whole new
level, promising that if you properly simplify and
organize your home once, you’ll never have to do it
again. Most methods advocate a room-by-room or
little-by-little approach, which doom you to pick away
at your piles of stuff forever. The KonMari Method,
with its revolutionary category-by-category system,
leads to lasting results. In fact, none of Kondo’s
clients have lapsed (and she still has a three-month
waiting list). With detailed guidance for determining
which items in your house “spark joy” (and which
don’t), this international bestseller featuring Tokyo’s
newest lifestyle phenomenon will help you clear your
clutter and enjoy the unique magic of a tidy
home—and the calm, motivated mindset it can
inspire.

Molyneux’s Question and the History of
Philosophy
While shipwrecked on the island of Pala, Will Farnaby,
a disenchanted journalist, discovers a utopian society
that has flourished for the past 120 years. Although
he at first disregards the possibility of an ideal
society, as Farnaby spends time with the people of
Pala his ideas about humanity change.
HarperPerennial Classics brings great works of
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literature to life in digital format, upholding the
highest standards in ebook production and
celebrating reading in all its forms. Look for more
titles in the HarperPerennial Classics collection to
build your digital library.

The Confessions of St. Augustine
In 1688 the Irish scientist and politician William
Molyneux sent a letter to the philosopher John Locke.
In it, he asked him a question: could someone who
was born blind, and able to distinguish a globe and a
cube by touch, be able to immediately distinguish and
name these shapes by sight if given the ability to see?
The philosophical puzzle offered in Molyneux’s letter
fascinated not only Locke, but major thinkers such as
Leibniz, Berkeley, Diderot, Reid, and numerous others
including psychologists and cognitive scientists today.
Does such a question represent a philosophical puzzle
or a problem that can be solved by experimental
tests? Can vision be fully restored after blindness?
What is the relation between vision and touch? Are
the senses linked through learning or bound at birth?
Molyneux’s Question and the History of Philosophy is
a major collection of essays that explore the longstanding issues Molyneux’s problem presents to
philosophy of mind, perception and the senses. In
addition, the volume considers the question from an
interdisciplinary angle, examines the pre-history of
the question, and aspects of it that have been
ignored, such as perspectives from religion and
disability. As such, Molyneux’s Question and the
History of Philosophy presents a set of philosophically
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rich, empirically informed, and scientifically rigorous
original investigations into this famous puzzle. It will
be of great interest to students and researchers in
philosophy, psychology, and the cognitive sciences
including neuroscience, neurobiology and
ophthalmology, as well as those studying the mind,
perception and the senses.

The Voyage of Discovery
An inspired gathering of religious writings that reveals
the "divine reality" common to all faiths, collected by
Aldous Huxley "The Perennial Philosophy," Aldous
Huxley writes, "may be found among the traditional
lore of peoples in every region of the world, and in its
fully developed forms it has a place in every one of
the higher religions." With great wit and stunning
intellect—drawing on a diverse array of faiths,
including Zen Buddhism, Hinduism, Taoism, Christian
mysticism, and Islam—Huxley examines the spiritual
beliefs of various religious traditions and explains how
they are united by a common human yearning to
experience the divine. The Perennial Philosophy
includes selections from Meister Eckhart, Rumi, and
Lao Tzu, as well as the Bhagavad Gita, Tibetan Book
of the Dead, Diamond Sutra, and Upanishads, among
many others.

The Life-Changing Magic of Tidying Up
A social scientist recreates his search for expanded
consciousness, through the psychedelia of LSD to the
final calm and inner wisdom of Rajah Yoga
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Philosophical Posthumanism
Affordable education. Transparent science. Accessible
scholarship. These ideals are slowly becoming a
reality thanks to the open education, open science,
and open access movements. Running separate—if
parallel—courses, they all share a philosophy of
equity, progress, and justice. This book shares the
stories, motives, insights, and practical tips from
global leaders in the open movement.

Jonathan Livingston Seagull
Highly praised by reviewers for its clarity and rich
exposition, this history of philosophy text illustrates
philosophy as a process and not just a collection of
opinions or conclusions. Rather than simply giving a
reporting the results of a given philosopher,
Lawhead's prose assists students in retracing the
thinker's intellectual journey that first gave rise to the
ideas for which they are remembered. In effect, the
particular philosopher's deliberations become a
puzzle which students are invited to take up
themselves. Lawhead uses metaphors, analogies,
vivid images, concrete examples, common
experiences, and diagrams to bring the abstract
issues down to earth and show the unavoidable
practical implications and contemporary relevance of
positions.

The Philosopher Queens
"Includes the rediscovered part four"--Cover.
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The Moral Landscape
Mansourou comes out of the gate firing and does not
relent in this criticism of religious notions and
influence. Rather than refer to religion in general
terms or acts in the name of religion, Mansourou
attacks religious undertones and what is not often
looked at in religious subtext along with modern
religious theology for their shallow and vacant themes
in today's complex society.

The Power of Now
Glory is a two-hundred volume long song and poem of
praise and worship to God and to the saving grace of
Jesus Christ, it is for praise and thankfulness, for
gratefulness and our complete adoration for the King
of Heaven, the creator of our souls. May we always
praise Him and give thanks here and now and in
Heaven within eternity. God inspires me to write
every day, I try to write whenever I can, He has put on
my heart that I should do whatever I can to write and
praise Him in my writings, these writings are no my
own but God's, He has done all the inspiring and
given me the strength and life to write what I have,
he gives my fingers the strength to go on and write
more and express my soul and heart, he is life. Let us
continue to be inspired by Him every day and be
encouraged through His word of life, the Bible, let us
continue to read and express the love that is within
the Bible, the truth and mercy and compassion, the
forgiveness and justice.
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Philosophy Here and Now
Calls for an end to religion's role in dictating morality,
demonstrating how the scientific community's
understandings about the human brain may enable
the establishment of secular codes of behavior.

Awaken the Supernatural You!
Accessible, flexible, and affordable, The World of
Philosophy: An Introductory Reader, Second Edition,
presents philosophy in all its diverse array of thought
and practice, offering standard Western historical and
analytic materials alongside writings from Chinese,
Indian, Native-American,African American,
continental, and other sources. Approximately 25% of
the contemporary readings are by women, including
leading feminist theorists. Many articles have been
edited to sharpen their focus and make them
understandable to students with little or no
background in philosophy. The readingsare enhanced
by introductions, study questions, and a glossary at
the end of the book. Featuring not only essential
readings from the Western canon but also selections
on compelling topics like Hindu and Buddhist
conceptions of the self, Confucian and Buddhist
morality, world hunger, animal rights, sexism, and
racism, The World of Philosophy, Second Edition,
offers students adistinctive blend of traditional and
non-traditional perspectives.

Rudolf Eucken
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Bestselling author and acclaimed physicist Lawrence
Krauss offers a paradigm-shifting view of how
everything that exists came to be in the first place.
“Where did the universe come from? What was there
before it? What will the future bring? And finally, why
is there something rather than nothing?” One of the
few prominent scientists today to have crossed the
chasm between science and popular culture, Krauss
describes the staggeringly beautiful experimental
observations and mind-bending new theories that
demonstrate not only can something arise from
nothing, something will always arise from nothing.
With a new preface about the significance of the
discovery of the Higgs particle, A Universe from
Nothing uses Krauss’s characteristic wry humor and
wonderfully clear explanations to take us back to the
beginning of the beginning, presenting the most
recent evidence for how our universe evolved—and
the implications for how it’s going to end. Provocative,
challenging, and delightfully readable, this is a gamechanging look at the most basic underpinning of
existence and a powerful antidote to outmoded
philosophical, religious, and scientific thinking.

Cengage Advantage Books: Bioethics in a
Cultural Context: Philosophy, Religion,
History, Politics
The notion of 'the human' is in need of urgent
redefinition. At a time of radical bio-technological
developments, and in light of the political and
environmental imperatives of our age, the term
'posthuman' provides an alternative. The
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philosophical landscape which has developed as a
response to the crisis of the human, includes several
movements, such as: Posthumanism,
Transhumanism, Antihumanism and Object Oriented
Ontology. This book explains the similarities and
differences between these currents and offers a
detailed examination of a number of topics that fall
under the “posthuman” umbrella, including the
anthropocene, artificial intelligence and the
deconstruction of the human. Francesca Ferrando
affords particular focus to Philosophical
Posthumanism, defined as a philosophy of mediation
which addresses the meaning of humanity not in
separation, but in relation to technology and ecology.
The posthuman shift thus emerges in the global call
for social change, responsible science and
multispecies coexistence.

Island
Lewis Vaughn's Concise Guide to Critical Thinking,
Second Edition, offers a compact, clear, and
economical introduction to critical thinking and
argumentative writing. Based on his best-selling text,
The Power of Critical Thinking, Sixth Edition, this
affordable volume is more manageable than larger
textbooks yet more substantial than many of the
smaller critical thinking handbooks. Optimize Student
Learning with the Oxford Insight Study Guide All new
print and digital copies of Concise Guide to Critical
Thinking, Second Edition, include access to the Oxford
Insight Study Guide, a data-driven, personalized
digital learning tool that reinforces key concepts from
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the text and encourages effective reading and study
habits. Developed with a learning-science-based
design, Oxford Insight Study Guide engages students
in an active and highly dynamic review of chapter
content, empowering them to critically assess their
own understanding of course material. Real-time,
actionable data generated by student activity in the
tool helps instructors ensure that each student is best
supported along their unique learning path. Visit
www.oup.com/he/vaughn_concise2e for a wealth of
additional digital resources for students and
instructors.

The Problems of Philosophy
BIOETHICS IN A CULTURAL CONTEXT--PHILOSOPHY,
RELIGION, HISTORY, POLITICS presents a unique,
philosophical approach to modern bioethics. Rather
than simply setting up debates about contemporary
issues, this book helps students understand that
many of today's bioethical controversies are tied to
profound underlying questions fundamental as: When
does life begin and end? What is a human being or
person? What is life's purpose? What is the ideal
society? The text is comprehensive and accessible,
featuring a wide range of content that is crisply
presented and clearly explained. A multitude of
interesting examples and cases provides ample
opportunity for discussion, debate, and research.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
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Philosophy Here and Now
A hilarious new exploration of philosophy through
cartoons from the duo who brought you the New York
Times bestselling Plato and a Platypus Walk Into A Bar
Thomas Cathcart and Daniel Klien have been thinking
deep thoughts and writing jokes for decades, and now
they are here to help us understand Philosophy
through cartoons, and cartoons through Philosophy.
Covering topics as diverse as religion, gender,
knowledge, morality, and the meaning of life (or the
lack thereof), I Think, Therefore I Draw gives a
thorough introduction to all of the major debates in
philosophy through history and the present. And since
they explain with the help of a selection of some of
the smartest cartoonists working today, you'll breeze
through these weighty topics as you guffaw and slap
your knee. Cathcart and Klein's Plato and a Platypus
Walk into a Bar and Heidegger and a Hippo Walk
Through Those Pearly Gates have been a favorite of
philosophers and non-philosophers alike for years.
Packed with dozens of witty cartoons and loaded with
profound philosophical insight, I Think, Therefore I
Draw will delight readers and leave them enlightened.

Glory
The Oxford Handbook of Philosophy and Race
provides-up- to-date explanation and analyses by
leading scholars in African American philosophy and
philosophy of race. Fifty-one original essays cover
major topics from intellectual history to contemporary
social controversies in this emerging philosophical
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subfield that supports demographic inclusion and
emphasizes cultural relevance.

Doing Philosophy
MORAL ISSUES IN BUSINESS, 13E examines the moral
dilemmas that are common to today's business
climate and gives readers the analytical tools to
resolve those issues. Using a combination of true
stories, interesting reading selections, and a
conversational writing style, this edition prepares
readers for the moral quandaries awaiting them in the
professional world. Featured topics include: the
nature of morality, individual integrity and
responsibility, economic justice, pitfalls of capitalism,
and corporations' responsibilities to consumers and
the environment. Plus, this edition also discusses
situation-specific concepts such as downsizing,
whistle blowing, sexual harassment, job
discrimination, animal abuse, and drug testing.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.

Philosophy Here and Now
The epic wisdom contained in a lost library helps the
author turn his life around John Kaag is a dispirited
young philosopher at sea in his marriage and his
career when he stumbles upon West Wind, a ruin of
an estate in the hinterlands of New Hampshire that
belonged to the eminent Harvard philosopher William
Ernest Hocking. Hocking was one of the last true
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giants of American philosophy and a direct intellectual
descendent of William James, the father of American
philosophy and psychology, with whom Kaag feels a
deep kinship. It is James’s question “Is life worth
living?” that guides this remarkable book. The books
Kaag discovers in the Hocking library are crawling
with insects and full of mold. But he resolves to
restore them, as he immediately recognizes their
importance. Not only does the library at West Wind
contain handwritten notes from Whitman and
inscriptions from Frost, but there are startlingly rare
first editions of Hobbes, Descartes, and Kant. As Kaag
begins to catalog and read through these priceless
volumes, he embarks on a thrilling journey that leads
him to the life-affirming tenets of American
philosophy—self-reliance, pragmatism, and
transcendence—and to a brilliant young Kantian who
joins him in the restoration of the Hocking books. Part
intellectual history, part memoir, American Philosophy
is ultimately about love, freedom, and the role that
wisdom can play in turning one’s life around.

Society Of The Spectacle
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